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Abstract: Principled Decision-making for SDGs is a crucial concern. Despite
the importance and the efficacy of various ways in promoting “Sustainable
Consumption and Production patterns”- SDG12 doesn’t have comprehensive
frameworks/methodologies to accomplish the needed transformation for
sustainable growth. Its development is a process and cannot be achieved with
one action- assessment as presently approached with The New
BellagioSTAMP guidance principles and SIA tool for 3Ps.
In a world with precious resources, right priorities must be set and
implemented. Such a scenario needs a holistic strategy from design through
planning to implementation and evaluation.
The paper proposes SENSE - A Systemic Decision-Centric Action Framework
and Methodology to design, plan, monitor, evaluate and map the chosen
solution for SDGs in conformity to the Six Sustainability Dimensions/5Ps.
Based on Systems Thinking it seeks to reinforce and balance processes for
sustainability transition at every outset. Further illustrates Water conservation
and reduction of Fertilizer usage for Agriculture - Rice, India; the step-by step
process of how SENSE allows to focus on the right set of parameters by wholeof-society to perform sustainable actions for protection and enhancement of
Sustainable Equity or Larger Good – Planet species and resources.
Keywords: Sustainability- Principles, Dimensions; Sustainable- Equity, action/s, transition, growth,
evaluation; SA (Sustainability Assessment); SIA (Sustainable Impact Assessment); BellagioSTAMP
(Bellagio SusTainability Assessment and Measurement Principles); SD (Sustainable Development);
DMS (Decision-making for Sustainability); DM (Decision-Making); decision-centric; SDGs
(Sustainable Development Goals) Six Dimensions/5Ps; SENSE
1.

Introduction

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”.1
The Rio+20, 20122 affirmations by global political leaders, success of the MDGs,20153 and
the undertaking of UNSDGs 2030, 20154 reaffirm SD (Sustainable Development) as the way
forward with focus on reshaping DM (Decision-Making) in developed and developing countries
alike.
The UNSDGs 17 goals (Sustainable Development Goals),169 targets and 232 indicators set
a Universal agenda for 2030 towards sustainable development to stimulate action in areas of
critical importance for humanity and the planet.

In an increasingly consumption driven world that are straining resources, SDG125 is much
more important as it underpins every other SDG, from Zero Poverty to Peace and Justice. Its
objective of sustainable growth- repeatable, ethical and responsible actions by and for current
and future generations places the importance on DM as a means to achieve it and should be
considered a ‘fundamental legal principle’6 towards SD as at ‘the very heart of every action
lies a decision’7 implied in sustainability transition8 - Long-term, multi-dimensional and
fundamental transformation of large socio-technical systems towards more sustainable modes
of production and consumption.
Noting that SD, SDG12 and DMS (Decision-Making for Sustainability) are inherently crosscutting and inextricably linked to the cause of larger good and that SDG12 is an ice-breaker
for sustainability which transcends positive impacts on the other SDGs.
SENSE through its Systemic9 decision-centric approach with SD as the goal, SDG 12 as the
implementer for sustainability transition catalysed by DMS allows to strategize solution/s and
perform sustainable actions by whole-of society (individuals, corporations/institutions,
governance). As an Action Framework and Methodology - addresses the Strategy and
Processes for understanding and analysing the dynamic perspectives to take informed
decisions and implement them.
SENSE
Informed decisions with Systemic Enquiry and Analysis/Assessment +
Implementation of Sustainable Actions + Evaluation
Sustainability transition
SD
2.

Current Models

‘The effect of an(impact) assessment procedure may well be that it will mainly benefit future
decisions, while having a more limited impact on the decisions which the impact assessment
was meant to inform and influence’.10
Sustainability practices have seen light in the 1990s as a performance measurement tool in
the corporate world. In its purest, most distilled form, the imperatives of sustainability are
summed up by just three words: ‘Planet. People. Profit’.11 Commonly known as the TBL (Triple
Bottom Line)12 is an evaluation of the outcomes at the end of the implementation process to
capture the essence of sustainability by measuring the impact of an organization's activities
on the world, including both its profitability and shareholder’s value and its social, human and
environmental capital.
Ideally, SIA (Sustainable Impact Assessment)13, Figure 1 is a systematic and iterative process
for the ex-ante assessment of the likely economic, social and environmental impacts of
policies, plans, programmes and strategic projects undertaken during the preparation of them
where the stakeholders concerned participate pro-actively.

Subject of assessment

Frame of reference
Assessment Criteria

Scope of assessment
3Ps

Implementation

Figure 1 - SIA Process

On independent evaluation of how SIA by i) The EU commission services to Policy-making.14
ii) The students E6 Øst, Norway and the professionals linking two major ski areas,
Switzerland15 was carried, used, its quality and role reflected as follows.



Importance for economic impacts than social and environment impacts.
Intangible quantification of indicators for environmental and social impacts.








Inadequacy in assessment frame, scope and inter-service/stakeholder consultation.
Unclear purpose with focus on competitiveness than integration for objectives.
Resources and Proportionality with too much discretion to the project lead and criterion
relaxation for assessment guidelines leaving out difficult and long-term environmental and
social impacts.
Stakeholder representation inclusion too late in the process after options were determined.
Credibility and Transparency as lacking clarity on the links and influence of how SIA
influenced decisions.

The above mentioned Institutional (appropriate provisions and arrangements for scope and frame
of reference) and Methodological (procedural and organisational provisions, responsibility and
inclusion of stakeholders) limitations of analysis, integration of 3Ps and reporting has not led to
proper assessment for sustainability.
The New BellagioSTAMP16 (Bellagio SusTainability Assessment and Measurement
Principles), Figure 2 does not define good practice but is intended as critical guidance to affect
evaluation - design, content, process, scope and impact for development, compilation, review
and management of assessments.

Deliver Well-being within the capacity of biosphere to sustain it for
future generations.
Trade-offs and Synergies for Social, Environmental and Economic
systems.

1.

Guiding Vision

2.

Essential Considerations

3.

Adequate Scope

Geographical scope and Time horizon.

4.

Framework and Indicators

Standardized measurement for comparability.

5.

Transparency

Disclose, explain methods and data.

6.

Effective Communication

Clarity in details.

7.

Broad Participation

Engage and Reflect views of public.

8

Continuity and Capacity

Adequate response to change.

Figure 2 – The New BellagioSTAMP Principles

The questions of validity and applicability as per a study17 of i) How well do existing
assessment frameworks align with the BellagioSTAMP? ii) Can the BellagioSTAMP be
adopted as a global methodological framework for sustainability assessment at the
neighbourhood scale showcased:






Need for proper design standards: Definition for systems, criteria, indicators to assess
neighbourhood are yet to evolve as per BellagioSTAMP principles vision, essential
considerations, transparency and participation.
Conflict in addressing the objectives: Non- involvement of the stakeholders and ineffective
communication in the review and update of the existing assessment frameworks, missed
the crucial links to capture and assess local values, perceptions and aspirations.
Non-uniformity in measurement units and impact assessment: Lack of robust scoping
mechanisms for assessment and improper consideration for evaluation to measure the
performance.

The BellagioSTAMP provided an efficient and holistic analytical framework for reviewing the
assessment tools. While the context specificity of sustainability has well been argued in
literature, the transferability of existing frameworks is unrealistic.17
SA (Sustainability assessment) is often considered as an ex-ante process aimed to predict
future outcomes. However, the distinction between ex-ante (assessment) and ex-post
(evaluation) is not always made18 and with limitations in the assessment procedure renders
ambiguous measurement.
3.

Why SENSE?

Sustainability is about decisions we make now and how they impact upon the present and
future generations. In the development of any plan it is logical to consider the future world
within which planning will have to operate.19
SA being ‘value laden’ and of ‘political character in nature’20 raises the concerns of
transparency, broad consideration and participation, scope framing for ex-ante and ex-post
processes to identify and assess the goals and indicators making it difficult to have a standard
identification and measurement structure for comprehending the holistic aspects of SD and
the growing concerns of the day.
Although SA is an element in the decision-making process, its variability counteracts it to be
the only ‘supporting tool’20 for DMS as the vital sustainability aspects of interaction and
integration aren’t being sufficiently configured. Confining the capability to effective strategy
and analysis, laying an insufficient path that will not be able to steer sustainability transition.
Also it is crucial to understand that actions once performed cannot be reversed or retrieved if
the outcomes don’t turn out to be positive impacts. Accepting that time lost and uncertainties
are inevitable, it is imperative to act on the current unsustainable situation.
Essentially, perceiving the need to have a robust decision-making strategy as a strong
foundation that understands and analyses the problem/s and needed positive impacts,
decides on the right solution/s, guides the actions and provides for correct evaluation
indicators towards sustainability transition - the crux of SENSE.
4.

SENSE

‘Sustainability must be made operational in each specific context (e.g. forestry, agriculture), at
scales relevant for its achievement, and appropriate methods must be designed for its longterm measurement’.19
Sustainability from an ‘action-guiding power’ into an ‘action-generating concept’18 of
implementable sustainable actions is the basic idea of SENSE with principles of Systems
thinking and Decision-centric approaches21.
Systems thinking expands awareness, involves a comprehensive understanding of the
mechanisms and feedback effects of interrelated parts or subsystems of a whole system that
work together in either a coordinated or uncoordinated fashion to perform a function or decide
on a solution.
From an operational perspective, applying systems thinking to sustainability provides a
rigorous way to analyse the potential consequences of human intervention at every stage. It
helps reveal how every action taken affects the environment or how impacts on one system
can affect others and the larger whole.22

Decision-centric approach allows to make informed decisions by putting together and explicitly
defining all the required elements for the decision/s to be made. Today, it’s the key for
innovative and in moment decisions in organizations.
SENSE constructs DMS, Figure 3 as Strategy and Processes towards decision/s with systemic
enquiry and systematic actions, the key to understand and analyse the situation/s as a whole
system (includes internal and external factors that affect the system) for defining - the SD
objectives, choices which will be positive impacts for the larger good and deciding on the right
solution/s for performing sustainable actions.

Figure 3 – SENSE DMS Construct

‘The transition of oneself from an observer of a reality which is considered to be outside oneself
[e.g. the traditional role of the scientist] to a participant in the same reality, and then towards
being a co-creator of that reality, requires fundamental cognitive and emotional orientation’.19
4.1

Strategy

Applying decision-centric approach for DMS by leveraging the four sustainability principles7
as rules, the Six dimensions7/5Ps4 of sustainability as processes that need to be followed or
adhered to by addressing the three decision-making challenges18 to define the data
parameters with people being the drivers of sustainable actions, fulfils the necessary prerequisites or checkpoints as a foundation to take the right decisions for sustainability transition,
shown in Figure 4 below;

4
Principles

6
Dimensions
/

5Ps

3
Challenges

• Equity-Refers to justice/fairness of inter/intra-generational(not comprising the
ability of present and future generations to meet their own needs), inters species
(environmental stewardship for survival of other species on equal basis to human
survival), geographical equity(global responsibility in a spirit of shared but
differentiated responsibility) and procedural equity (democratic and participatory
governance).
• Dynamics- Nature Changes.
• Integration of nature and society in a harmonious manner, development
objectives with environmental ones.
• Normativity- Values we maintain about the way we develop, now and in the future.

• Planet/Ecological- Sustenance and enhancement of resources.
• People/Social- Justice for an equal distribution of welfare, equal access
to natural resources and equal opportunities between people for
empowerment, social cohesion, freedom, safety and security.
• Prosperity/Economics-An engine for economic growth and material
needs for long-term welfare creation to satisfy essential needs and
opportunities.
• Partnership/Governance- Participation, democracy, integration and
transparency for whole-of-society.
• Peace- Fostering inclusive soceities.
• Cultural/Ethical (time)- Balance,protection and enhancement of
ecosystem as equality, justice, solidarity,, coherence,cultural traits
affirmation
• Interpretation- Sustainability as organizing principles, applied in a given
socio-economic context.
• Information-structuring- The inherent multi-dimensional complexity of
sustainability should be structured into operational information units (for
example impacts,indicators) and properly communicated in order to feed
the decision-making process.
• Influence- Sustainability information exerting a real influence on DM and on
the actual implementation of SD.

Rules

Data
Centric
Processes

People

Data

Figure 4 – SENSE Strategy
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4.2

Processes

Systems and decision-centric processes go hand in hand. The Strategy, Figure 4 feeds
Systemic approach-The Design23, Figure 5 as depicted below and helps analyse the processes
- Problem-framing that contributes to the Solution-oriented which seeks and analyses for the
present and future needs and decides on the required sustainable action/s for Implementation
followed by the Evaluation for impact assessment as a holistic approach towards SD.
Every stage of the systems approach is linked and iterative, best understood and carried out
by systemic model Logical framework or Logframe (LF)24 - widely used for development and
social projects as systemic thinking descriptive and analytical project handling framework that
helps strengthen project design, implementation and evaluation.
As a series of connected propositions- LF, Figure 5 reflects SENSE Strategy and Processes
as a one-page summary by presenting key information in a systematic way towards effecting
sustainability transition.
Systemic Approach- The design

LF

PROCESSES

Situation Analysis

Problem Framing

• Stakeholder Analysis

Understanding the Systems
STRATEGY

• Problem Analysis
• Objective Analysis

Influences Boundaries
Inter-relationships

1.

Find out the actual state of affairs with
respect to an issue to be analysed as
People,Planet and Loss.
2. Focus on problems of the requirements.
3. Understand the system as a whole to
determine the actual problem.

Strategy Analysis

Evaluation
Monitor Assess Adapt
Impact

Indicators

Dialogue
Recognition
Perspectives
Collaboration
Knowledge Systems
Culture

Solution- Oriented
Co-design Solutions
Leverage Points
Action Plans
Short & Long term goals

• Achievement of goals
• Step-by- step analysis
• Concepts, Plans &
• Objectives

1. Six dimensions of sustainability
2. Four Principles+ Three challenges of
sustainability
3. People, partnerships, technologies,
services, procedures, processes, measures.

Implementation
• Operational Activities
• Financials
• Partnerships

1. Workplans, schedules
2. Project budget,resources
3. Material, Personnel, training, procurement.

Evaluation
• SDGs

Indicators, Targets

Figure 5 – SENSE Processes

5.

SENSE: Action-Framework and Methodology

Systemic Enquiry, Norm for Sustainable Equity purpose is of an Enabler for Sustainable
Development as prime for a just society whose core lies in the protection and enhancement
of the larger good (Planet species and resources).
SENSE as a holistic approach for sustainability is a Systemic Decision-Centric decisionmaking, implementation and evaluation (ex-ante and ex-post) Action-Framework and
Methodology. Its basic aim is to understand, analyse, assess, map and strategize the best
practical decision/s or solution/s to zero-on the actions for sustainability transition.
It allows to break down the complexity for SDGs with systemic enquiry systematically. Any
concern/subject/theme at the individual, corporation/institution, policy, local, national and
international level can seek sustainability transition by logging into SENSE.

SENSE as a one-page action summary conveys the required sustainable actions to be
performed and evaluated for SDGs25 as represented below in Figure 6.

Figure 6 – SENSE Action Framework and Methodology

5.1

SENSE: Action- Framework

The Framework in Figure 6 above refers to the Strategy and Processes that leads to holistic
actions for sustainability.
With Sustainable growth as the vision, prime criteria being for the larger good and
understanding the concern as a whole sets the strategy for SDGs.
Scoped for SDG12 with the 17 SDGs indicators as both the evaluation and/or scoping
benchmark25 seeks realistic aspects for holistic impact and on-ground performance through
systemic enquiry and analysis as depicted in Strategy, Figure 4 and Processes, Figure 5.
The lean process (identify, understand, analyse) works for continuous betterment in every phase
and passes through each with improvements as an iterative process that allows to decide the
solution/s for sustainability.

5.2

SENSE: Methodology

SENSE Methodology depicted in Figure 6 is a step-step by process from Strategy to
Processes towards sustainability transition.
SENSE
Informed decisions with Systemic Enquiry and Analysis/Assessment +
Implementation of Sustainable Actions + Evaluation
Sustainability transition
SD
Both, Framework and Methodology of Figure 6 are explained in detail below;


Theme states the subject of the concern by the user that would impact different SDGs,
which could be:
 A whole system. Examples: Agriculture, Sustainable Transportation, Energy Systems.
 One of the requirements of the system. Examples: Water, fertilizer for agriculture,
Electric Vehicles for public transportation, Renewable Lighting, sustainable
procurement of raw-material/s for a product.
 One or more of the 17 SDGs4,25 their specific target/s or indicator/s like Child Mortality
Rate, Reduction of CO2 emissions.



Need defines the theme /subject of concern by addressing the 3Ps (People, Planet and
Profit) as validity towards sustainability.



Vision defines for sustainable growth of the subject/theme.

If the need doesn’t tick for 3Ps and vision isn’t for sustainable growth, then the theme in
contention isn’t an option that seeks sustainability and is to be reconsidered.
Examples: War as a solution to curtail or gain something is a loss to the 3Ps and doesn’t tick
to move ahead but negotiation does, increasing production or usage of pesticides doesn’t but
natural fertilizers for soil fertility and climate protection does, soft drinks for taste does not but
tasty fortified drinks for health and sustainable consumption does, Financial products only for
consumption don’t but for increasing consumption and production cycle that empowers people
towards sustainable growth will tick for 3Ps.
Once the Theme is set it progresses from design through plan to implementation and
evaluation defined as six phases - Status-Quo, Sustainable Outset, Nature’s Rhythm, Action
Plan, Implementation and Evaluation; divided into 8 Processes Problem Identification, IllEffects, Positive Impact with Six Dimensions/5Ps, Solution/s, Short Term (6 months), Long
Term(6months-2years), Organizational Support and Financials and SDG Mapping.
The first phase Status-quo pursues to analyse the problem/s in 1st and 2nd Processes.
1.

Problem identification/1st Process introduces the theme, depicts facts of the present
situation, compares with the best practices from across the world with focus for local
adaptation in real numbers/data/images to the possible extent. Most importantly, defining
the requirements and influences which makes up the theme allows for holistic scoping.
Examples: Raw materials, incidents/scenarios. These requirements with Finance being
the constant will be the drivers that give a clear cut understanding of where the actual
problem lies and what needs to be done towards sustainability.
Data, facts and figures are to be gathered from respective authentic sources - World bank,
OECD, sdgtracker26, news and on-field surveys, reports. In case of no available data,
requirements defined will allow to track the problem.

2.

Ill-Effects/2nd Process identifies and articulates the problems for present practices as
People facing well-being insecurities like unsecured job/income, health problems, lack of
education; Planet and species disturbed due to climate change, strain on resources and
Loss faced due to bad practices and unexpected incidents. Enlisting them accordingly
gives the actual reality of the status that needs to change.

3.

Once the Ill-effects have been identified, the second phase seeks for the Sustainable
Outset/3rd Process where positive impacts are to be listed as per the Sixdimensions of
sustainability/5Ps (refer Figure 4 and 6 for explanation) based on local needs/necessities for
the larger good and those that are reverse or opposite to Ill-Effects. These needed and
required impacts would chalk out the best solutions for sustainability transition.

Recognising the problems from the requirements, unforeseen circumstances and
understanding the needs or positive impacts for Six Dimensions/5Ps lays the
foundation for sustainability transition to identify the required sustainability solution.
4.

The third phase Nature’s Rhythm/4th Process will define the best practical solution/s that
can accomplish the Sustainable Outset impacts of SixDimensions/5Ps. Also depicts the
Value Proposition of the solution/s and articulates the different tasks of the solution/s that
need to be implemented for SD. The already implemented best practice elsewhere could
be a/or part of possible solution. If there are two or more best practices that could be
adapted, a comparison of both will be analysed based on the SixDimensions/5Ps of
sustainability for a better alternative according to the local conditions and situation/s or the
solutions could be worked out in collaboration as necessary.

With the to be done sustainable actions enlisted in Nature’s Rhythm, the fourth phase Action
Plan is divided as 5th & 6th Processes;
th
5. Short-term/5 Process are tasks to be accomplished within 6 months’ by focussing on
Risk Diversification where remedial steps are taken to counteract problems of the
present practices/Ill-Effects along with Value Provision which seeks for immediate
solutions towards betterment of SixDimensions/5Ps. These are small changes that can be
implemented right away to change the course towards sustainable actions.
th
6. Long-term/6 Process – With 6 months-2 years as the time frame for Sound Practices
towards a fully developed sustainable practical model as per Nature’s Rhythm solution/s
which could be replicated for sustainability transition.
7.

Then comes the fifth phase, Implementation/7th Process where Organizational/
Stakeholder partnerships and support systems will be identified along with minimum of 3
year financial projections (as safety net) and budget allocation for tasks to be implemented
on-ground towards Sustainable Outset Impacts.

8.

The final sixth phase, Evaluation/8th Process maps to specific SDGs indicators26
according to and by the Sustainable Outset SixDimensions/5Ps impacts. By
specifying/mapping the targets and the indicators of UNSDGs which are the ultimate
goals to be achieved and comparing them with present status in real numbers gives the
gap or goal that is to be achieved for sustainability, serves as both ex-ante assessment
towards setting the goals and ex-post evaluation for outcomes measurement. Examples:
SDG indicator 8.1.1 GDP present status is 5.8%, Target is 7%, Gap 1.2% is the goal and
actions need to be strategized and directed towards achieving it. If the targets don’t have
the present data for any indicator, specifying the SDG indicator and marking the present
status as 0 and setting a target (helpful as a marker for data & future use) gives the realistic values
of impact assessment and evaluation for realizing the goals effectively.

5.3 SENSE: Approaches
Once the Theme, Need and Vision which could be SDG specifics or a particular concern that
would impact SDGs have been defined and ticked to go ahead into the SENSE methodology,
there are 3 ways to approach for sustainability in SENSE, used as needed.


Step-by-step process from left to right as explained in 5.2 SENSE Methodology, Figure 6
and depicted below - to understand the problem/s in 1st and 2nd that helps identify the positive
impacts/needs in the 3rd which determines the sustainability solution in the 4th to be chalked
out in the 5th,6th for implementation with the 7th and evaluation in 8th. Can be used when
problem is not straightforward and needs guidance to find what or where the real issue.
Examples: Reduction of agricultural expenses, side effects due to new batch of lifestyle
products released into the market.
1,2
Status-Quo



5,6
Action Plan

7
Implementation

8
Evaluation

3
Sustainable Outset

8
Evaluation

4
Nature’s Rhythm

5,6
Action Plan

7
Implementation

SDG Specific: Starts with process 8 Evaluation to clearly identify the specific indicator/s
which will the subject of concern followed by 1st & 2nd Status-Quo to understand the present
problems of the indicator/s for addressing the needed changes as per 3rd/Sustainable
Outset SixDimensions/5Ps leading to the 4th Nature’s Rhythm for the sustainable
solution/s to be planned in the 5th and 6th Action Plan and implemented with 7th. Apt for
working towards a specific indicator of SDGs, social work.
8
Evaluation

6.

4
Nature’s Rhythm

Goal Oriented: Starts with the processes 1 and 2 for understanding and analysing StatusQuo followed by the 3rd Sustainable Outset defining positive impacts as per SixDimensions
of sustainability/5Ps which would address or map to the 8th SDG Mapping to focus on the
specific indicators that aims for the 4th Nature’s Rhythm to zero-on the right solution/s
continued by the 5th & 6th Action-plan for 7th Implementation as the image below. Good
way when the problem and the positive improvements needed are clear. Example:
Rainwater harvesting for household water usage, sustainable production of a particular
product that needs a strategy to implement.
1,2
Status-Quo



3
Sustainable Outset

1,2
Status-Quo

3
Sustainable Outset

4
Nature’s Rhythm

5,6
Action Plan

7
Implementation

SENSE Ag (Agriculture)

SENSE Ag depicts how to take charge of transition towards sustainable practices for Water
conservation and reduction of Fertilizer usage for Agriculture, Rice India.
Water usage for agriculture in India accounts to 80% with Fertilizer/hectare at almost 1500%
more than required. It is important to seek sustainability transition for Rice cultivation, India’s
staple and highest cultivated crop at more than 50% to effect some real changes for SD in
India as a whole.

SENSE Ag has a concern for the theme but needs clarity and direction for the solution, adopts
first of the three approaches for sustainability as a step-by step process from left to right.

Figure 7 – SENSE Ag


Water and fertilizer are requirements for agriculture and seeing the problem as a whole for
rice cultivation is necessary for effective and holistic solution/s. Problem Identification
depicts Agriculture stats at a glance for Rice cultivation, India, its requirements followed
by the best practices for local adaptation with output analysis as per world standards.

Defining the right data27 is crucial, allows for 2 possible solutions here;
1.

The already stated best practice SRI could be/one of the required solution/s.

2.

Else, it would aid in arriving at holistic and effective solution/s. In this case the initial
concern was to seek sustainable water and fertilizer usage. Moving across we identified
other problems in the Ill-Effects related to food quality, health, pollution, income as graver
concerns that must be addressed as shown for SixDimensions/5Ps in Sustainable Outset

leading us to Nature’s Rhythm ‘Sustainable Agriculture’ as a holistic solution with
different choices to be implemented as per the local necessities which would not only set
the right path for sustainability transition of SDG12- Water and Fertilizer consumption and
improve production for quality food but also aid other SDGs 8,2,12,1 as seen in the
evaluation phase of SDGs indicators.


SENSE Ag broadly depicts as a policy-making construct with systemic decision-making
process as an intervention for sustainability. Adding to this it can also be seen that it
provides for an individual in this case farmers, to see what best practices they could follow
for eco-friendly, low cost, low-resource usage, high yield and high-income agriculture,
possible to do at their level like crop rotation, SRI techniques.



From a corporate/social entrepreneur perspective SENSE Ag presents the different
opportunities like technological services, storage facilities, agricultural marketing and
management.



NGOs or NPOs could aid in awareness and training facilities of sustainable agriculture
techniques, help with the different sources that benefit the farmers and aid the decisionmaking process with their data inputs.



SENSE Ag Financials for agriculture productivity (Nature’s Rhythm tasks implementation) as
budget allocation and income increase support sets both production and consumption
cycle- SDG12 boosting other SDGs towards sustainable growth of the country.



For whole-of-society the Evaluation phase28 would be the same SDGs indicators as shown
in SENSE Ag but the present status and target would be entered specifically to their case.
At the individual level the SDG 8 Decent Work and Economic Growth would be how better
are they able to manage on their own for basic necessities to start with for a decent living
in numbers it would range from 0 to 1,2,3…, income saved previously vs now, SDG 3
Good Health & Well-being as health condition improvements. For businesses (starting
from individuals to business vertical wise impacts) indicators will be related to SDG 12
Efficient management of resources that would also reflect as increase in SDG 8 farmer’s
income, translating to SDG 1, 2 No poverty and Zero Hunger. SENSE Ag depicts SDG
1.3.1 Population covered by Social Protection Cover and 12.1 Ten Year framework of
programs as no data at national level but at the individual/local level surveys could help
with the information for the present status and act as lead to set the future course of action.



Evaluation of SENSE Ag Action Plan will take place at least every 6 months to gauge the
short term achievements and for improved performance strategies in future. In case the
decision taken is not as effective/needs to be changed/updated due to dynamic changes
it once again goes through the SENSE iteration with the old and new inputs for effective
analysis and strategies towards the set target/s.

SENSE addresses the limitations reflected in SIA, transferability of The New BellagioSTAMP
principles with systemic decision-centric approach as a decision-making Strategy and
Processes- prime criteria being for the Larger good as per the SixDimensions/5Ps and
understanding the situation of the whole system as the lever for setting standards required
for holistic scoping and goal-setting, broad participation and fact verification for
informed reality, correctness in presenting indicators and impacts as dual-effect check
for sustainability transition and evaluation towards Sustainable Development.

7.

Conclusion

Our Common Future1 carries a precise and concrete sustainability message, which is mostly
neglected. The report points out that sustainable development contains two key concepts:
o
o

“The concept of ‘needs’, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor, to which
overriding priority should be given”; and
“The idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the
environment’s ability to meet present and future needs”.

‘It is important as it prioritizes the basic needs of the large number of people living in extreme
poverty and argues that failure to meet (basic) human needs and aspirations does not lie with
the environmental capabilities to meet these needs—it is not a problem of physical
environmental limits or resource availability—but is due to humanity’s social organization and
state of technology—or in other words a shortcoming of human decision making’.
Practices such as The New BellagioSTAMP and SIA are being developed and used since the
1990’s but the required changes towards sustainability couldn’t be transferred as needed and
expected due to Sustainability Assessment’s value-laden and political nature posing variability
and ambiguity - limiting the scope and confining the capability to effective strategy for
identification of goals and evaluation indicators, reflected as gaps in analysis and reporting
process for sustainability.
Today, it is foremost to understand that We are one (Planet species and resources),
connected and only when we work in tandem with the ‘Nature’s Rhythm’ can we lead and
leave a secure life for our and future generations.
With UNSDGs, data and technological advancements, Onus lies on the human power of
capabilities to turn around the negative effects created by human actions with robust decisionmaking for transition to sustainable actions.
Towards the same, SENSE (Systemic Enquiry, Norm for Sustainable Equity) is an ActionFramework and Methodology – a decision-making strategy that steers sustainability transition.
SENSE
Informed decisions with Systemic Enquiry and Analysis/Assessment +
Implementation of Sustainable Actions + Evaluation
Sustainability transition
SD
Key aspects of SENSE are that the ‘Sustainable Outset’ or the needed impacts define
decision-making for actions that need to be performed towards sustainability which is halfproblem solved as we work for the real goals from the start and ‘Evaluating the decisions and
impacts’ from time to time allows for much more robustness in the future.
Most important advantages of SENSE are being able to see the whole system with Systemic
Decision-Centric approach to take informed decisions that not only paves way for seeking
rightful solutions but also helps to clearly identify the roles of the individual,
corporations/institutions, governance to perform sustainable actions as a one-page summary
so that the issues could be solved holistically. SENSE for the whole-of-society at the local,
national and international level particularly for policy-making will be the utmost effector as
effective policy will make sure that everyone acts producing real impact in a short time setting
things right for the larger good.
For real-world practical usage, SENSE will be available as a collaborative web-tool. It enables
to work on themes simultaneously and shared easily for effective solutions towards performing
sustainable actions - potentially making it as a norm for Sustainable Equity.
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